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ment and the particular tribes included by the local
administrator in its warrant, than upon the reputation
for justice it acquires in practice. A good court will
gradually attract its own clientele and it is better to
await the movement of smaller units towards a successful
court than to try at the outset to force them together.
It is impossible to force people to utilise a court they do
not trust. It is the reputation of the court which attracts
the people.
A further consideration is also relevant: Nearly every
native has a grievance and the time in which to nourish
it. The statement, argument and adjudication of these
numberless grievances may afford some psychological
outlet for repressions resulting from an efficient adminis-
tration, and provided the courts are allowed to function
on their own lines with the maximum of tribal sanction
and minimum of government regularisation they fulfil in
addition to their judicial function the part which news-
papers, cinemas and football matches play in other lands.
Doughty in his Arabia Deserta describes the Arab's
justice in the following terms :
" The Meglis is the council of the elders and the public tribunal,
hither the tribesmen bring their causes at all times, and it is pleaded
by the maintainers of both sides with busy clamour, and every one
must say his word that will; The sheikh meanwhile takes council
with the sheyukh, elder men and more considerable persons and
judgment is given commonly without partiality and without
bribes.
Then? justice is such, that in the opinion of the next governed
countries, the Arabs of the wilderness are the justest of mortals.
Seldom the judge and elders err, in these small societies of kindred,
where the life of every tribesman lies open from his infancy and
his state is to all men well known. Even their suits are expedite,
as all the other works of the Arabs. Seldom is a matter not heard
and resolved in one sitting. Where the accusation is grave and
some are found absent that should be witnesses, their cause is
held over to another hearing. The nomad justice is mild where
the Hebrew, in this, smelling of the settled countries, is crude,**
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